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1.0 General Description
----------------------
1.1 The MPAS is an in-world affiliate server/vendor system. It is comprised of two main components -
the Server and the Vendor. The Server is where you put all your products, both the 'for sale' and 'demo'
types. The Vendor is what customers use to buy your products. You can use the vendors yourself, or
you can sell them or give them away to affiliates to sell your products. You can use the MPAS Server and
Vendor objects supplied or you can put the scripts and Config notecards in your own vendor object
design. Both the Server and Vendor are one prim objects that minimize impact on your prim limits.

Server: 1 prim, mod/copy/no-transfer (except scripts, which are no-mod/copy/no-transfer
Vendor: 1 prim, mod/copy/transfer (except scripts, which are no-mod/copy/transfer

1.2 TouchPoint Technology. Unlike most other vendors, the MPAS Vendor uses TouchPoint technology
for item selection. Customers select the product they want by just pointing to it on the Vendor face and
left-clicking, then right clicking to pay. No right/left arrows or buy buttons. No multi-prim panels and
textures. MPAS is a menu-less, multi-product, single prim networked vendor system that is fast and
convenient, especially for vending a group of similar products that are available in multiple variations
such as color, size, style, shape, etc. The main features are the following:

 One prim Server and Vendor minimizes impact on parcel prim limits.

 Menuless design is easy for customers to use - just touch the desired item to select and right-
click to pay.

 Sells up to 20-30 different products or product variants (see "Limitations" in section 7.0 below)

 Operates totally in-world. Not dependent on external websites.

 Easy to configure and customize using 'Config' notecard.

 One-time, low cost purchase. No monthly fees. (See NOTE below)

 All products are stored in and delivered from the Server. No running around to update Vendors.

 Includes capability to purchase items as a gift for someone else.

 You can use the supplied Server and Vendor prims or just copy the scripts and Config notecards
to your own prims.

 You have full control of the Vendors via your Server Config notecard:
 Item names, and prices
 TouchPoint Matrix size/shape and item coordinates
 Splits (commission) paid to affiliates and/or a Server partner.
 Discount offered to members of your Subscriber Kiosk
 Text of IMs sent from Vendor and Server to buyers.
 Texture applied to Vendors.
 List of banned Vendor owners (affiliates).
 Vendor transaction timeout duration
 Email address for transaction reports
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 You can pre-program any Vendor with a different affiliate split that overrides the Server's
'Standard' split.

 Vendor owners (affiliates) can specify a further split of their commission with a partner.

 If an affiliate buys something from a Vendor they own, no commission is paid back to them.

 Server owner (you) can specify a further split of your commission with a partner.

 You can offer discounts to members of you Subscriber Kiosk

 You can specify number of days someone must be subscribed before getting discount to prevent
people from subscribing just long enough to get discount.

 Vendor transaction records can be automatically emailed to you.

 Server activity can be monitored by you via IM.

 Interfaces with Subscriber Kiosk. The Vendor offers customers an option to join your Subscriber
Kiosk list (if you have one)

 Servers and Vendors are copyable so you can set up separate Servers and Vendors for each of
your product groups.

 Vendors are copyable and transferable so you can sell or give to affiliates.

 All communications between Server and Vendors are encrypted for security.

 For privacy, all Vendor and Server messages are sent via IM, not in public chat.

 Server and Vendors are low lag.

 No fixed limit to the number of Vendors that can be associated with a Server (see "Limitations"
in section 7.0 below).

 Low price and full price versions available (see NOTE below).

 Free MPAS updates for life.

NOTE: MPAS is available in two versions. The full price version pays no creator commissions. The low
price version pays a fixed commission of 5% of each purchase to me, the creator, Fred Allandale. This
allows me to keep the MPAS sell price low and make future updates at no additional cost to you. Please
advise your affiliates of this because they will see both your commission and my commission in their
Second Life Transaction History if your purchase the low price 5% commission version. If you first
purchase the low price version, then later purchase the full price version, you can convert your existing
Servers simply by replacing the "MPAS Server" script in your existing Server(s) with the one from the full
price MPAS. All Vendors previously associated with converted Server(s) will remain associated and will
stop paying creator commissions.

2.0 Server Setup
--------------------
NOTE: The Server and Vendor in the delivery box are set up as a hypothetical example application
(Things-R-Us) to illustrate its use. You should replace all the Things-R-Us objects in the Server with your
own items for sale and edit the MPAS Server Config notecard for your specific products and options.
You must also create your own Vendor texture that has pictures or icons for your products placed
according to your TouchPoint matrix coordinates. See section 3.1 below for information on how to
create your Vendor texture.

2.1. Rez the 'MPAS Server'. It will initially go the 'FAULTED' state. That is OK. Edit the 'MPAS Server
Config' notecard to specify parameters as applicable to your products. Replace the example parameters
with those specific to your products. NOTE: You can remove the comment lines (starting with //) and
blank lines after you edit the Config notecard for your application to reduce the initialization time.
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MPAS Server Config Notecard Parameters:

 HovText= Species if/when Server hover text is displayed

 *TouchMatrix= Dimensions of product selection matrix for associated Vendors

 *Item= Information about your items for sale (e.g. price, name, TouchMatrix coordinates, etc.).
One line per item.

 VendorTimeout= How long before a transaction times out if no customer activity (e.g. walks
away mid-transaction)

 *AffiliateSplit= Percent of sell price paid to the Vendor owners.

 PartnerSplit= Percent of Server Owner share paid Server Owner's partner.

 PartnerKey= Key (UUID) of Server Owner's partner.

 *PushTexture= Key (UUID) of texture to be displayed on all associated Vendors.

 GreetingDialog= Text shown to customers when they touch the Vendor outside of a defined
product coordinate.

 SelectDialog= Text shown to customers when they select an item to buy.

 VendorDeliveryIM= Text shown to customers when payment is received and delivery request is
sent to Server.

 ServerDeliveryIM= Text shown to customers when the server makes delivery.

 GifteeIM= Text shown to recipient when item purchased as a gift.

 *OwnerEmail= Email address of Server owner to which transaction emails are sent.

 BanList= List of banned Vendor owners. Disables Vendors owned by listed avatars.

 *SubscriberKioskKey= Key (UUID) of associated Subscriber Kiosk.

 SubscriberKioskDiscount= Percent discount offered to members of the above Subscriber Kiosk
(paid as a rebate after purchase).

 MidDaysInKiosk= Minimum number of days an avatar must be subscribed before discount will
be given.

NOTE: Parameters above marked with a * must be edited for your specific application. Most others can
be left at their default values unless a particular option is desired.

HINT: Keep the 'short name' (first parameter after Item=) and custom dialog/IM texts as short as
possible. This will maximize the number of items your MPAS can sell.

2.2. Place the items you have specified on the config notecard into the Server.

NOTE: If you want to deliver more than one item for a given selection (e.g. a demo kit, fatpack, and/or
notecards, landmarks, etc.), you must first put all the items in a box, place the box in the Server, and
specify the box via an 'Item=' line on the Config notecard.

2.3. Rename the Server to reflect the name of your product line items you loaded. If you have more than
Server, each Server MUST have a different name.

2.4. Touch the Server to start it from the FAULTED state, or select 'Restart' from the dialog box if it was
already running. It will initialize by reading the Config notecard and performing several checks. If
everything is OK, it will say it is ready to use. If any errors are detected, it will go to the FAULTED state.
If this happens, correct the reported errors then touch the Server to restart it. Be sure to restart the
server any time you add, delete or modify anything it contains.
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3.0 Vendor Setup
-----------------
NOTE: The Server and Vendor in the delivery box are set up as a hypothetical example application
(Things-R-Us) to illustrate its use. You should replace all the Things-R-Us objects in the Server with your
own items for sale and edit the MPAS Server Config notecard for your specific products and options.
You must also create your own Vendor texture that has pictures or icons for your products placed
according to the TouchPoint matrix coordinates. See section 3.1 below for information on how to create
your Vendor texture.

NOTE: The MPAS Kit includes a full permission TouchPoint Vendor (except for scripts, which are no-
mod). Therefore you can customize Vendors to your preferences. If you want to create your own
vendor object, just copy the scripts and config notecard from the Things-R-Us example Vendor to your
own Vendor object.

NOTE: Vendors need to be "set up" (associated) with a rezzed Server prior to selling or giving them
away. Follow the steps below to perform the Vendor setup. It is suggested that you set the next owner
permissions on the Vendor prim and all the scripts it contains to 'no-transfer' prior to selling or giving
away to affiliates. Otherwise they will be able to give copies to others, which may or may not conflict
with your business model.

3.1 The TouchPoint matrix is defined by the TouchMatrix=X,Y parameter on the Server Config notecard,
where X and Y are the horizontal and vertical matrix dimensions, respectively. You can define any
matrix size you want. Matrix cell (TouchPoint) coordinates are numbered 0 to X-1 from left to right, and
0 to Y-1 from bottom to top of the prim face. You must create a texture for your Vendor with pictures
or icons of the items for sale aligned with the matrix cells. The simplest layout would be where each
item for sale occupies one matrix cell (X1,Y1 coordinates). You can also define any rectangular region to
be a single item TouchPoint by specifying X1,Y1 (lower left corner) and X2,Y2 (upper right corner). This
allows you to mix different size product illustrations.

The texture below illustrates the coordinate numbering scheme (X,Y) for the 12 x 12 matrix used for the
Things-R-Us example vendor.
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You can set up any size matrix that best fits your vendor artwork.
Here is another example Vendor Texture courtesy of Michelle Oyen:

3.2 Paste the key (UUID) of the vendor texture on the Server Config notecad after PushTexture=. This
allows you to update all of your vendor textures remotely at any time by changing the PushTexture.
NOTE: Vendor textures are updated whenever someone makes a purchase from it, or automatically
after 24 hours without any purchases.

3.3. Rez the MPAS Vendor. You don't need to edit the 'MPAS Vendor Config' notecard at this time. It is
intended for the Vendor owner (affiliate) to edit later, e.g. set the hover text mode and/or specify a
further split of the affiliate commission with a partner and adjust the sound volume.

3.4. To perform initial Vendor setup, place the Vendor within 10 meters of the Server with which you
want it associated (a Vendor can only be associated with one Server). It should display 'Waiting for
Setup..." in hover text. Make sure there are no other Vendors waiting for setup within 10 meters of the
same Server, or they will be set up as well.

NOTE: If the vendor does not display "Waiting for Setup...", reset the vendor by dropping in the script
named "Vendor Reset". The script will self-delete. See 6.2 below for additional details.

3.5. Rename the Vendor with a name that reflects the products stored in the associated Server.

3.6. Touch the Server and select 'Set Vendor'. The next menu will display buttons with various splits
(commission rate paid to the affiliate Vendor owner). If you want to program the Vendor with a specific
split, select one of those buttons. If you want the Vendor to use the standard split rate specified on the
Server Config notecard, select the 'Standard' button.
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3.7. The chat messages should confirm the Vendor has been set correctly and the vendor will initialize.
Select 'Allow Access' on the pop-up dialog box requesting debit permission (see below for why). It will
then contact the Server and request an affiliate license. When the license is granted the Vendor will
chat that it is ready to use. If the Server denies the license or does not respond within a couple of
minutes, the vendor will go to the FAULTED state.

NOTE: Why do I have to grant debit permission (allow access to take Linden dollars from your account)?
When a customer purchases an item, full payment is initially made to the Vendor owner's account.
After the transaction and any applicable discounts are validated by the Server, the Vendor makes the
applicable payment distributions (e.g. commissions, splits, discounts, refunds, etc.) from the Vendor
owner's account. For that reason, the Vendor must be given debit permissions.

3.8. The supplied MPAS Vendor has both copy and transfer next owner permissions so you can give/sell
them to affiliates. It is strongly recommended that you change the next owner permissions on the
Vendor prim and all scripts it contains to No-Transfer, unless you want to allow your affiliates to transfer
copies of the Vendor to others. If the affiliate is allowed to transfer additional copies, they will all be
associated with the original Server.

3.9. Take the newly set up Vendor into inventory. You may now sell or give copies of it to affiliates,
depending on your affiliate business model. You do NOT need to repeat the above setup procedure for
each Vendor associated with the same Server. Once a Vendor has been associated with a Server and
taken into inventory, copies of it may be rezzed and they will all remain associated with that Server.

**CAUTION**: Applicable to version 1.3 and later. Once Vendors have been associated with a Server,
the Server may not be renamed. If you must rename a Server, you will need to replace all Vendors
previously associated with that Server. Each Server you own must have a different name. Servers may
be taken into inventory are re-rezzed without breaking its connection with previously associated vendor.
Also, do not delete or alter the long code in the Vendor's Description field. This code is required for the
Vendor to communicate with its associated Server in a secure manner.

4.0 Server Operation
-----------------------
Once the Server has been set up as described in 2.0 above, it operates unattended. If you change its
inventory, be sure to make the corresponding changes on its Config notecard. You can change the
textures pushed to Vendors (PushTexture=<texture key>) as well as any of the other parameters on the
Config notecard at any time. Note that changes made to the Server's Config notecard will be sent to
Vendors whenever any of the following occurs: (a) someone makes a purchase from the Vendor; (b) the
Vendor owner rezzes or restarts the Vendor; or (c) 24 hours has elapsed without an update due to the
occurrence of (a) or (b).

When the Server owner touches the Server, an administrative menu will be shown. The functions
available via this menu are the following:

Monitor ON/OFF: Turn real-time Server activity IMs ON or OFF. The text on the button indicates the
Monitor state that will be set when the button is selected, not the current Monitor state, i.e. if the
button reads 'Monitor ON', it means if you select the button, the Monitor will be turned on.
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Restart: Restarts the Server and re-reads the Server Config notecard. An automatic restart also occurs
whenever a change is made to the Server inventory.

Set Vendor: Used to associate and Vendor with the Server. See 3.4 above for more details. Note that
the Set Vendor button only works with Vendors currently owned by the Server owner.

Memory: Displays the amount of Free Server Memory and the estimated percent of Vendor data storage
capacity used. See section 7.0 below for discussion of Vendor data storage capacity.

Cancel: Removes the dialog box and cancels any pending operation.

NOTE: If a button does not appear to have the expected effect, click Cancel and try again. The Server
has a 60 second dialog box timeout, after which it will not recognize any buttons. This is done to reduce
lag in case a selection is not made or the Ignore button is used. If you want to Cancel a dialog box,
always use the Cancel button, not the Ignore button.

5.0 Vendor Startup and Operation
-------------------------------------

5.1 When an affiliate (Vendor Owner) rezzes or Restarts a Vendor, it will initially display a permission
request dialog box, requesting permission to take Linden Dollars from the Vendor owner. The owner
must select the "Grant" button or the vendor will not work. It is necessary for the Vendor to have this
permission because the full price paid for items purchased from the Vendor is first credited to the
Vendor owner's account. Once the Server sends the item to the buyer, it sends a confirming message to
the Vendor and commissions, splits and discounts are paid from the Vendor owner's account.

5.2 Once permission has been granted, the Vendor will request a license from its Server. When the
Server grants the license, the Vendor is ready for operation and its hover text will turn white.

5.3 When a customer touches the Vendor, what happens next depends on where in the Vendor's
TouchPoint matrix the customer has touched (left-clicked).

5.3.1 If the customer has touched an area that does not correspond to an item available from the Server
(i.e. defined on the Server config notecard "Item=" parameter), he will see the Greeting IM created by
the Server owner on the Server config notecard (GreetingDialog=). The Server owner should use care in
composing this message so it makes sense in the context that the user will see it. For example, it might
say to left-click on the desired item to select it, then right-click anywhere on the vendor to pay.

5.3.2 If the customer has touched an area of the TouchPoint matrix whose coordinates have an
associated priced item for sale specified on the Server config notecard (Item=), the hover text will
change to green, display the name and price of the selected item, and prompt the customer to right-
click on the Vendor to pay. The customer will also be sent an IM with the text specified on the Server
config notecard (SelectDialog=). Right-clicking will bring up the pie menu and when the customer clicks
on the Pay slice, the Fast Pay window will appear with the price of the selected item. To buy, the
customer clicks OK in the Fast Pay window and the item will be delivered. The customer can also select
a different item prior to paying by touching the associated area. Touching on any other area will cancel
the transaction.
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5.3.3 Once an item has been selected (green hover text), the customer will be advised to enter an avatar
name in chat before paying if they want to buy as a gift. If a name is entered, the selected item will be
sent to that avatar (giftee) after the customer pays. The MPAS server scans several external databases
to identify the giftee. If the giftee cannot be identified, the customer will be advised of this and their
money will be refunded.

5.3.4. If the associated Subscriber Kiosk member discount is enabled, the customer will initially pay full
price. The MPAS Server will verify the customer's Subscriber Kiosk membership qualifications (i.e.
subscribed for more than the specified number of days), and will refund the discount amount back to
the customer. If the customer is not qualified, or the Subscriber Kiosk is not available, no discount will
be refunded.

5.3.5 If the customer has touched an area of the TouchPoint matrix whose coordinates have an
associated unpriced item (L$0), e.g. a Demo item, it is immediately delivered without further interaction
and the transaction is ended.

5.3.6 If the customer does not touch the Vendor for a period of time exceeding the VendorTimeout=
parameter on the Server config notecard, the transaction will be terminated and the Vendor will be
available again to others.

5.4 The Vendor owner is allowed to edit the MPAS Vendor Config notecard to specify limited features
such as Hover text mode, sound volume, and to define a further commission split with a partner. Be
sure to leave the Vendor Config notecard full permissions when transferring the Vendor to an affiliate.

5.5. The TouchPoint Vendor operates without any pop-up dialog boxes (except for the option to
subscribe to the server owner's kiosk) when the user is not the Vendor or Server owner.
When the user is also the Vendor owner (affiliate) the following buttons will appear in a pop-up dialog
box:
- Cancel: Closes the dialog box and operates as if user were not the Vendor Owner.
- Restart: This can be used to restart the Vendor in the event of a problem or to ensure the Vendor has
the latest list of products, prices, TouchPoint matrix, texture, timeout value, and IM text.
- Memory: Shows the amount of Free Vendor script memory available (current,least). If either number
is less than 2000, you should reduce the number of items and/or the length of IM text messages.
Otherwise, the Vendor is in danger of crashing with a stack-heap collision error.

5.6 If the Vendor owner is also the Server owner, two more buttons are shown. These buttons are to
facilitate Vendor setup. See section 3.0 above. The 'Setup' Button breaks the current Server association
and prepares the Vendor for a new setup. The 'Read' button shows the currently associated Server key
and commission rate (split) programmed into the Vendor. This is useful for checking the configuration
of a previously set up Vendor.

NOTE: If you are the vendor owner or server owner and you do not get the pop-up menu, first select any
priced item, then touch any undefined area to close the transaction. Then touch again on any undefined
area and the pop-up menu should appear.

5.7 Once a Vendor as been set up, it can be taken in/out of inventory, transferred, restarted, and/or
reset without losing its setup data. Your affiliates should be cautioned NOT to delete or alter the long
code in the Vendor prim's Description field. Important setup information is encrypted and stored there.
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If this field is altered, the Vendor will attempt to restore it. However, If the Vendor has been transferred
to an affiliate AND the Description field is altered AND the MPAS Vendor script is manually reset, the
Vendor will need to be replaced.

6.0 Special Utility Scripts
-----------------------------
6.1 Three special utility scripts are furnished with the MPAS. These scripts should not be permanently
installed in either the Server or Vendor. They are used only temporarily as described below:

6.2 Vendor Reset: If a Vendor is no longer associated with any Server (e.g. times out trying to
communicate), it can be restored to a ready for Setup state by dropping in the Vendor Reset script. The
script will then self delete. The Vendor setup procedure in 3.0 should then be followed. Note that this
can only be performed if the Vendor owner and Server owner are the same. If the Vendor has been
transferred to a different owner (e.g. an affiliate), and it cannot establish communications with the
Server, it must be replaced.

6.3 Get Object Key: Drop this script into the Server (or any object, for that matter) to find out its key.
The script will then self-delete. This script is useful in conjunction with the 'Read' button on the Vendor,
to see which Server it is associated with.

6.4 Face Finder: When specifying a texture to push to Vendors, you also need to specify which Vendor
face number(s) to apply the texture to. The supplied Vendor prim requires applying the texture to faces
1 and 3. However, if you design your own Vendor prim, you may want to have the texture applied to a
different face or several faces. To find out the face numbers of a Vendor prim, drop in the Face Finder
script and touch a face. Its number will be shown in chat. Specify this number (or numbers) following
'TextureFaces=' on the Server Config notecard. NOTE: You must manually delete this script when you
are finished using it. If not, it will be deleted automatically when you grant debit permission, so identify
the faces prior to granting debit permission.

7.0 Limitations
-----------------
7.1 Number of deliverable items. Approximately 20-30 different deliverable items can be handled by a
Server/Vendor. The actual number depends on a variety of factors. When the Server is started, it reads
the Config notecard and estimates the percent of Vendor data storage capacity required. If this exceeds
100%, the Server will go to the Faulted state. Data storage requirements can be reduced by (a) reducing
the number of items for sale from the Server; (b) shortening the (short) names of the items to be
displayed by the Vendor when selected; (c) shortening the dialog/IM texts specified. It is recommended
that you distribute your products to multiple Servers and Vendors to minimize the number of items
customers will need to choose from within a given Vendor. If there are more than about 20 items to
choose from, it is probably more user friendly to organize them into more Vendors/Servers since they
are only one prim each.

7.2 Number of Vendors per Server. There is no limit to the number of Vendors that can be associated
with any one Server. The Server operation is limited by the number of Vendor transactions per minute
and not by the number of Vendors. The Server is designed to support a long term sustained rate of
about 5 transactions per minute and much higher peak rates.
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7.3 Number of Servers. Servers are copyable so there is no limit to the number of Servers you can have,
but each Server you own must have a unique name. Each Server and its associated Vendors are
independent of other Server/Vendor groups. Typically you would put one product style/type in a Server
and include items representing variations of the style/type, e.g. color, size, shape, etc., and/or boxed
combinations of products. You may also want to include an information notecard, Demo Pack and/or
Fat Pack boxes in the Server.

7.4 Giftee identification. In order send items as a gift, the Server scans several external databases to
find the key (UUID) of the giftee. None of these are 100% reliable and may occasionally fail to identify a
giftee. This is more likely with very new avatars since the databases generally rely on in-world scanners
to detect avatars. If the Server cannot identify a a giftee, the buyer's money will be refunded and an
advisory email will be sent to the server owner.

7.5 Do NOT add or delete any scripts or inventory items to the MPAS Vendor. As a security feature, the
Vendor scans itself and will remove any unauthorized items.

7.6 The MPAS server will not be able to verify discount eligibility if the associated Subscriber Kiosk is
busy or not in the same region as the Server. Therefore if your kiosk has a large list it is recommended
you use a copy of your kiosk or the Subscriber Online Sender (OLS) accessory to send out items to your
subscribers so the kiosk will not be busy when queried by the MPAS.

7.7 Splits and commissions paid to all parties are calculated after subtracting the Subscriber Kiosk
member discount that is refunded to the buyer, i.e. all splits and commissions are based on the
discounted price.

7.8 All commission, split and discount payments are rounded to the nearest whole L$. There are no
minimum payments, i.e. if the calculated payment amount is less than L$0.5, that payment will be zero.

7.9 Once a Vendor has been "set up" by the Server, renaming that Server will break the communications
with all Vendors previously set up with the prior Server name. If you must rename a Server, you must
replace all Vendors previously "set up" with that Server. Each Server you own must have a unique
name.

8.0 Troubleshooting
----------------------
8.1 Failed Server/Vendor Communications
The Server and its Vendors utilize the Second Life infrastructure and external website to communicate.
While generally reliable, there have been reported instances of these messages failing (like many things
in Second Life). The MPAS attempts to minimize the impact of failed messages as follows:

8.1.1 It is not always possible for the Vendor to tell whether the server did not receive the delivery
request message and therefore did not send anything, or the Server received the request and sent the
item, but the Vendor did not receive the the confirmation message. Therefore if the Vendor does not
receive a confirmation message, it sends a "possible failed delivery" advisory email to the Server owner.
If the actual delivery failed, the buyer will likely contact the server owner for redelivery, so the advisory
email alerts the server owner to this possibility.
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8.1.2 The full payment amount is initially credited to the Vendor owner's account, after which the
Vendor pays the Server owner and creator (if applicable to the version you purchased) splits as well as
any partner splits. If no confirmation is received from the Server within a few minutes, a "possible failed
delivery" message is emailed to the Server owner. If the confirmation message is received by the
Vendor but it indicates that the item has not been sent (e.g. due to a communication error, discrepancy
between the selected item's name or price in the Vendor versus in the Server or the giftee UUID/key
cannot be found) the buyer's money is refunded and no splits are paid. This may occur on the first
transaction after a change has been made to the price or list of items in the server unless 24 hours has
elapsed since the change was made.

8.1.3 As a security feature, MPAS checks whether or not all L$ transactions were successful. If an L$
transaction fails, an IM and email alert message will be sent to the server owner with the reason it
failed. If you get this alert message, check your L$ transaction log to see if split payments to the server
owner were received.

8.1.4 The Server owner may receive an email stating that there was a possible failed delivery of an auto
update. This may re-occur every 24 hours. If so, it is an indication that the Server/Vendor
communications has been permanently disrupted. Depending on the nature of the disruption,
purchased items may or may not be delivered.

8.2 Corrective Action for Communications Failures
If you get frequent "possible failed delivery" emails from only one or two of many Vendors associated
with a Server, the problem is like within the Vendor(s). Ask the Vendor owner(s) to restart the Vendor(s)
and make a test purchase. If that doesn't succeed, have them take the Vendor(s) into their inventory,
then re-rez. If that still doesn't succeed, send them a new Vendor.

If you get these reports from all Vendors associated with a given Server, the problem is likely with the
Server. Try restarting the Server, then making a test purchase. If you have recently renamed the Server,
you will need to associate a new Vendor with the Server and send it to your affiliates as a replacement.

9.0 Comments and Questions
--------------------------------
Please send comments and/or questions to Fred Allandale via either IM or notecard.

====================
DISCLAIMER
====================

THIS PRODUCT IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED,
INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR
PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE
LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT
OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE PRODUCT OR THE USE OR
OTHER DEALINGS IN THE PRODUCT.


